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ILTIS-PCS 

Standard vers ion  

 

ILTIS a talent for languages – 
feeling at home everywhere in the world   

 

ILTIS already speaks various languages and is also able learning 
each other language, even for the complete system and not for 
individual project texts, only. There are no language barriers, be-
cause of the general Unicode capability of ILTIS, the integrated 
translation editor and the on-line language shifting. 

 

ILTIS is speaking your Ianguage! 

Developed in Switzerland ILTIS 
not only owns the well-known 
Swiss quality, but also the Swiss 
multilingualism. ILTIS is availa-
ble for three languages, Ger-
man, English and French, but 
ILTIS is able, 'learning' your 
language, too. 

General Unicode capability 

Unicode is an international 
standard system where charac-
ters and elements of fonts being 
used in the different linguistic 
communities are defined. The 
Unicode system enables com-
puters all over the world dis-
playing the desired character, 
provided that the executing 
program is supporting the Un-
icode system. 

ILTIS generally uses the Unicode 
system and because of that ILTIS 
is able displaying each lan-
guage. No matter whether Rus-
sian, Greek or Chinese, ILTIS is 
understood all over the world. 

On-line language shifting 

Language shifting is possible 
during ILTIS is running. At the 
same time not only project texts, 
but also system texts are shifted 
to the new language. Because 
of the on-line shifting feature 
multilingual engineering (ILTIS 
process operating and ILTIS 
project planning) is possible 
without any problems. 

Define your language sequence 

Because of a free definable 
language priority, the language 
of the text being displayed can 
be selected. If a text is not 
available for the selected first 
language, it will be possible 
displaying that text in a second 
language regarding the lan-
guage priority list. All texts be-
ing available for the 
first/selected language remain 
displayed in that language. 

Translation editor 

In the ILTIS system all texts are 
stored as ASCII files or XML 
files. With the help of the trans-
lation editor being included in 
ILTIS-PCS these files can be 
translated easily and clearly in-
to any other language. Teach 
ILTIS to speak your language!  

Project texts and system texts 

The learning process of ILTIS is 
not restricted to your project 
texts. With the help of the in-
cluded text editor you can also 
teach ILTIS the system internal 
texts in your language. 

 

 

 

 

� Because of the general Un-
icode capability any lan-
guage is possible 

� Easy translation of project 
texts and system texts with 
the help of the translation 
editor is ensured 

� On-line language shifting is 
a matter of course 
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